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.e dramatic increase of storage devices in distributed storage cluster system and the inherent characteristics of distributed
deployment mode make network resources become one of the bottlenecks of data storage process. By analyzing the functional
characteristics of data flow transmission of the components of the storage system, the network topology structure of the storage
system is constructed, and the evaluation index of node flow load is put forward based on the degree centrality and the be-
tweenness centrality theory of the network to explore the network topology and real-time flow characteristics. According to the
evaluation index of node flow load, a network-aware data layout scheme is proposed. By balancing the flow load of bottleneck link,
congestion and transmission delay can be reduced to further shorten the total task execution time and improve the efficiency of
data writing.

1. Introduction

In the large-scale data storage cluster system (hereinafter
referred to as storage system), the shortage of network re-
sources and the sharp increase in data flow are one of the
main reasons for network congestion, slow data transmis-
sion, and service response delay in the storage system. In
order to manage large-scale data access, it is undoubtedly an
effective way to improve service response efficiency to ac-
curately identify network characteristics and optimize data
layout while monitoring the state of the whole network.

.e network is the core support of the storage system
and the bridge connecting all devices. In the data storage
system, all system resources (storage devices, routers,
switches, etc.) are connected to each other through network
devices, which jointly constitute the network topology.
Large-scale data storage systems are often built on a large
number of cheap devices, and a quantity of data streams will
be generated during the cooperation between device nodes.
A storage device carries out data stream transmission with
other devices through network link. Network bandwidth is a
key index to measure the transmission capacity of the

system. Because the network bandwidth is very limited, it is
necessary to allocate the network bandwidth reasonably to
improve the network transmission capacity.

Since the different network links and storage nodes
carried out different data flows, the transmission charac-
teristics of data flow in the network should be fully con-
sidered. Data flow is introduced as the weight to research
network topology characteristics for accurately analyzing
and identifying the storage system network characteristics.
Due to the storage node location, degree, transmission ca-
pacity between data flow and link, residual capacity,
transmission time interval, the transmission waiting queue
(retention volume), the uplink input data flow, and the
downstream output data flow of the network topology, all
the factors are featured to evaluate the storage node load
degree, which is easy to deploy the data and provides a good
foundation to solve the problem of network congestion of
flow engineering [1]. .erefore, in this paper, firstly the
topology is built based on the characteristics of storage
system to extract the statistical characteristics of the network
data flow. .en, according to the network degree centrality
and median centrality, the data node flow load evaluation
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index is put forward. Finally, a data layout scheme is pre-
sented based on network conception, which treats the less
network load node as the target position to reduce con-
gestion waiting time, lower the delay of data transmission,
and enhance the efficiency of the storage.

2. Related Work

2.1. Research Progress of Data Layout in Storage System.
In recent years, research on data layout optimization mainly
includes three aspects: computing power, storage power, and
bandwidth optimization. Part of the research focuses on the
optimization of physical resources (CPU, memory, and
storage) by improving the performance of storage devices to
enhance data access rate and data center efficiency. Another
part of the research is based on the performance charac-
teristics of the data center network topology to optimize the
data layout and improve the efficiency of data transmission:

(1) .e research on the data placement solution of
storage system in the cloud environment mainly
focuses on node evaluation, cost tradeoff, linear
programming, content dependency, and other as-
pects. Node evaluation of target node placement is
based on comprehensive consideration of the cur-
rent disk space load conditions, size of the available
storage, CPU ability, memory processing ability, disk
I/O, communication bandwidth, traffic flow, re-
sponse rate, and its historical access record and
failure record. Node evaluation usually selects the
appropriate node placed data file and its replicas
according to the key attributes such as dynamic
number of replicas and data popularity. [2–5]. .e
tradeoff between transport overhead, storage over-
head, and user access performance [6–8] enables to
gain maximum performance with minimal over-
head. Based on this, the linear programming method
is adopted to minimize the system cost [9–12] and
reduce user response time and network load [13] by
adding the consideration of network overhead. An
overhead tradeoff layout solution can result in a good
performance of load balance, but the transfer time is
not optimal due to the damage of data dependency.
Placing data blocks with high dependence in the
same data center can reduce the transmission times
across the data center as far as possible and further
reduce the consumption of network bandwidth and
the system delay responding to the task request in the
system [14, 15]. Aiming at multilayer data center, a
multilayer topology structure is constructed from the
perspective of network planning, and a network
bandwidth model is established to localize network
traffic and reduce the communication overhead in
the upper layer network switch, thus ultimately re-
ducing the overall traffic across the data center and
reducing the network consumption of the cloud data
center [16, 17].

(2) In other application environments, such as distrib-
uted storage system [18–21], grid computing [22],

online social network [23], peer-to-peer (P2P) net-
work [24, 25], software-defined network (SDN)
[26–28], content distribution network (CDN)
[29, 30], and big data network storage [31, 32], the
research on data layout management is of great
value.
In the distributed storage system, the network aware
repair framework based on the dependency between
data, storage demand, and available bandwidth
[18–20] can find the data repair scheme with the
minimum bandwidth cost in the dynamic network
and realize the load balance of storage and network
traffic. Hedera [21] is a scalable dynamic flow
scheduling system that schedules a multistage
switching structure adaptively to utilize the resources
of the aggregate network effectively.
In grid computing, the network-aware QoS work-
flow scheduling method [22] takes network char-
acteristics and task dependence into account so that
can reduce the completion time and workflow ex-
ecution cost and improve the task success rate and
resource throughput simultaneously. According to
the characteristics of user interaction in social net-
works, the data placement method combining social
graph division and data replication [23] divides users
into a number of communities and further trans-
forms the problem into a community-server sec-
ondary distribution problem according to the
network topology of data centers.
In P2P networks, it is also an important direction to
introduce the concept of replica population and
apply knowledge of population ecology to solve data
layout [24]. .e distributed topology-aware un-
structured P2P file caching architecture [25] can
reduce the transmission traffic on the trunk network
by caching hot data and reducing excessive caching
of nonhot data.
In SDN, on the one hand, analysis of network real-
time large data set to predict the future demand
and realize the network traffic intelligent man-
agement decision [26] and, on the other hand,
evaluate the status of network real-time by cal-
culating the link bandwidth, delay, and packet loss
rate to make route decisions dynamically, which
can effectively realize load balance scheduling
according to the estimation of traffic flow and link
utilization ratio [27, 28].
In CDN, energy efficient delivery model (EEDM)
[29] based on multicast tree can improve the
scalability and uniform distribution of data storage
to different degrees. .e learning automata
adaptive probabilistic search algorithm based on
fuzzy support [30] makes use of the local topology
information and current state of the cooperative
nodes provided by the existing fog nodes and finds
the point-to-point and point-to-fog minimum
jumpers by running the distributed adaptive en-
hancement algorithm.
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In big data network storage system, the continuous
and uniform data striping layout method based on
fragment label [33] and the discrete multireplica
spatial data layout scheme based on graph coloring
theory [34] can improve the scalability and uniform
distribution of data storage.

(3) .e optimization of virtual machine layout in the
cloud environment has important inspiration for the
research of data layout. .e network-aware layout
strategy adopted in the virtual machine layout in the
cloud environment focuses on the traffic demand of
the virtual machine and takes into account the
quadratic and real-time variability of traffic, as well
as the network topology and routing scheme [31]. By
searching for the optimal bandwidth between av-
erage throughput and peak throughput, computing
and network resources are allocated in a way that
balances resource utilization efficiency and pre-
dictability of performance [32, 35], which solves the
problem that the general network-aware VM layout
scheme lack consideration of the optimal bandwidth
allocation. .e two-stage virtual machine placement
algorithm of network awareness [36, 37] dynamically
perceives the stability of the physical host according
to the node centrality and the aggregation coefficient
and appropriately aggregates virtual machines by the
similarity, which improves the network communi-
cation capacity and reduces the network traffic be-
tween different data centers.

In summary, the data storage layout needs to take
network resources into account significantly, and the net-
work characteristics of the data center (topology, traffic
characteristics, etc.) have an important impact on the per-
formance of the data layout.

2.2. Application Scenario and Main Contributions of the
Paper. Different data blocks of the same file in the storage
system are often distributed and stored in different nodes on
different racks. .ere are several storage nodes on each rack,
and the nodes within the same rack are connected by Top-of-
Rack (ToR) switch, and the nodes between different racks are
connected by core network switch, as shown in Figure 1.
Data transfer between intrarack nodes relies on ToR switch,
and cross-rack data transfer depends on core network switch
deployed in storage systems.

In storage systems, the link from the core network switch
to the rack is the main network bottleneck [38, 39]. Each
storage node in the storage system network can initiate data
transmission through ToR to a storage node on the same
rack or to a node on another rack with the core network.

At present, although cloud providers are deploying a
large number of computing and storage devices to meet the
growing demand for computing and storage resources,
network resource demand is becoming one of the key factors
for performance bottlenecks. In the storage system network,
uneven flow distribution is easy to lead network congestion,
and especially, flow load imbalance between bottleneck links

is a major cause of network delay. .erefore, in network
storage system, according to the characteristic of data storage
network and complex network theory, the network flow
distribution model is established and network flow concen-
tration degree index and node centrality index of storage
system are put forward to identify the characteristics of the
network flow, implement the effective control, and balance
network flow between multipath, which have very vital sig-
nificance on reducing congestion and transmission delay.

In view of the current situation of insufficient bandwidth
allocation research and optimization in data layout, con-
sidering the key role of network bandwidth in the storage
system, this paper starts with the network topology structure
and flow transmission characteristics and puts forward the
evaluation index of node flow load and the data layout
scheme of network awareness. Firstly, according to the
characteristics of the storage system network, the data
transmission between nodes is divided into cross-rack
transmission and intrarack transmission, and the data center
network topology is established. Secondly, by analyzing the
real-time characteristics of the network topology in the
storage system, the importance and load status of the nodes
in the network topology are perceived from four indexes:
node strength, node capacity centrality, data quantity
transmitted by the nodes, and concentration index of data
flow of node. .en, the network topology characteristics are
constructed to establish the data layout. Finally, simulation
experiments are carried out to verify the superiority of the
new network awareness data layout strategy in the com-
pletion time of transmission tasks.

.e contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) .e evaluation index of node load considered on
network topology and real-time flow is proposed.
.e characteristic of cross-rack transmission and
intrarack transmission is constructed. Four charac-
teristic indexes are proposed, including node
strength, node transmission turnover, node capacity
centrality, and concentration index of data flow of
node, and the comprehensive evaluation index of
node network load based on these four
characteristics.

(2) .e network awareness data layout scheme is pro-
posed..e task is written according to the remaining
number of data block father file. .e real-time
characteristics of the network are sensed based on
the storage system network topology structure and
comprehensive evaluation index of node network
load to select target and place racks. Considering the
nodes network load and storage load, the node is
placed in the target rack to finally complete the data
layout optimization of network awareness.

3. Evaluation of Node Flow Load of
Storage System

3.1. Storage System Network Topology Construction and Flow
Statistical Feature Extraction. Network awareness is the real-
time monitoring of all elements performance of the entire
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network (network topology, network equipment, etc.) and the
precaution and treatment of dynamic changes in network flow.
In order to analyze the influence of network elements on the
performance of data layout and identify the nodes with heavy
load and the key nodes and intervals of data flow transmission,
the attributes of key nodes and intervals should be considered
from two aspects: network topology and the role of nodes and
links in the process of data transmission.

(1) Network topology is to map various devices of the
storage system to a node in the network. .e net-
work architecture in the storage system determines
the role and influence of each node and link in the
data transmission process and is an important
factor to judge the real-time characteristics of the
network. In general, the main network devices of
storage systems include core network switches, ToR
switches, and storage servers. According to the
connection characteristics and transmission char-
acteristics of these elements, this paper constructs a
brief network topology diagram, as shown in
Figure 2.
In order to facilitate modeling and simplify multi-
level switch configuration, it is collectively referred to
as core network configuration. In Figure 2, the node
in the central position represents the core network,
the dark gray node in the middle layer represents the
overhead switch, and the light gray node on the edge
represents the data storage server.
According to the established network topology, the
node abstract method is adopted to construct the
data center network topology diagram as G, and G is
expressed as follows:

G � (V, E). (1)

In formula (1), V represents the collection of all nodes
in the network (routing nodes and storage nodes), and
V is expressed as follows:

V � vi

 i � 1, 2, . . . , N . (2)

E represents the collection of connecting edges between
switches or between switches and storage nodes. V is
expressed as follows:

E � eij

 i, j � 1, 2, . . . , N, i≠ j . (3)

A switch and a server correspond to node vi in G,
respectively, and the connection between the server
and the switch serves is seen as edge eij.

(2) .e role of nodes and links in the network during
data transmission. Various network devices
(switches, routers, etc.) in the network topology of
storage systems play different roles in the data
transmission process and have different importance.
According to the importance and ability of network
elements, the strength and importance of its role in
data transmission are identified, and the data layout
is carried out dynamically to ensure the strong
service ability of core elements and improve the
average utilization rate of common elements, which
is crucial to improve the efficiency of the overall
network.
According to the constructed network topology, the
statistical characteristics of network flow are
extracted. With each node vi as a unit, all flow in-
formation passing through vi is counted, including
data flow information starting from vi, that ending in
vi, and that passing through vi, and current real-time
transmission rate and maximum data transmission
amount on each link. A tuple is defined to reserve the
data flow information of each node (data amount
initiated by the node, data amount received by the
node, and data amount transferred by the node) and

Figure 2: A typical network topology of storage system.

Core network

Rack 1 Rack 2 Rack R

Cross-rack linkIntra-rack link

Figure 1: Hierarchy in data center.
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node adjacent link information (link capacity and
real-time used capacity). .e data flow information
of node vi is represented by DataFlowi:

DataFlowi � fsi, fei, fti , MCij,RTTij  . (4)

In formula (4), fsi represents the data amount
starting from vi, fei represents the data amount
ending to vi, fti represents the data amount tran-
siting vi, and vj is the node connected to vi; that is, for
vj ∈ V, eij ∈ E. MCij and RTTij are, respectively, link
capacity and real-time used capacity of node adjacent
link.

(3) Calculation of node distance. In the storage node
distance calculation method of Hadoop distributed
file system (HDFS), it is stipulated that the distance
between the same rack node equals 2 and the dis-
tance between the cross-rack node equals 4. .is
paper follows this rule, and the distance between
different types of nodes is calculated as follows:

dij �
2, vi, vj in same rack,

4, vi, vj in different racks.
⎧⎨

⎩ (5)

In formula (5), vi and vj are different nodes in the
storage system; that is, i≠ j and dij represent the
distance between two nodes.

3.2. Definition and Calculation of Storage System Network
Characteristic Indexes. Node importance indicates the
pivotability of a node in the network. .e higher the node
importance is, the stronger the pivotability is, and the
heavier the flow load is. In addition, nonpivotability nodes
are also loaded differently due to task preferences..erefore,
considering the influence of network topology and real-time
flow on node load, this paper comprehensively evaluates the
load degree of nodes from the two aspects of node im-
portance and real-time flow.

Firstly, from the perspective of network topology, the
degree of nodes intuitively reflects the importance of nodes
in the network, and the number of node capacity centrality
reflects the pivotability of nodes in the whole network data
flow transmission process.

However, the importance of nodes in the whole network
does not fully reflect the amount that data carries. Generally,
the higher the importance of a node is, the more the data
transmission tasks it carries, and the heavier the load is.
However, on the one hand, in the actual transmission tasks,
due to task preference, the actual amount of data carried by
nodes of equal importance will vary. On the other hand, it is
the timeliness of transmission tasks; that is, the amount of
transmission tasks carried by each node in different time
periods varies greatly. .erefore, the amount of data
transmitted by the nodes directly reflects the amount of data
carried by the nodes in the whole network data transmission,

concentration index of data flow of node reflects the flow
balance of the nodes in a certain period of time, and the
network characteristic indexes are defined and explained
according to the network topology structure constructed in
the previous section.

3.2.1. Node Strength. .e strength of the weighted network
central node is defined as the sum of the weights of all the
edges associated with the node. For the storage system
network carrying data transmission flow, the strength of the
node is the sum of the data flow of the corresponding zone
cross-section. .e calculation method is shown in equation
(6). Node strength index mainly reflects the importance of
nodes from the local network:

CS(i) � 
j∈Vi

wij. (6)

In formula (6), wij is the cross-sectional data flow of
connection node vi and vj.

3.2.2. Node Capacity Centrality. .e node capacity cen-
trality is the ratio of the sum of all the cross-sectional data
flow on the shortest path passing the node and the sum of all
the cross-sectional data flow on all shortest paths in the
network. .e capability centrality reflects the node pivot-
ability to the whole network flow.

In the storage system network, capacity centrality of
node vi not only counts the number of path passing through
node vi for all shortest paths in the whole network but also
assigns different weights to each shortest path, namely, the
sum of the cross-sectional data flow on the path, so as to
more truly reflect the capacity of nodes to carry data flow.
.e calculation method of node capacity centrality is shown
in the following equation:

CC(i) �
s,t∈V,i≠s,t e∈Rst

Fe  · φi(st) 

s,t∈V,i≠s,te∈Rst
Fe

. (7)

In formula (7), Rst is the shortest path between s and t, e
is an interval of Rst, and Fe is the sum of the data streams of
the upstream and downstream sections of interval e. In this
paper, Rst is calculated by the Dijkstra algorithm, as follows:

Rst � Dijkstra(s, t). (8)

.e calculation method of Fe is shown as follows:

Fe � 
i,j∈e

wij + wji . (9)

φi(st) is calculated by formula (10), which is based on the
relationship between vi and Rst:

φi(st) �
1, i ∈ Rst,

0, i ∉ Rst.
 (10)

3.2.3. Amount of Data Transmitted by Node. .e amount of
data transmitted by node vi in the storage system network
refers to that multiplied by all data flows through node vi
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with the corresponding transmission distance. .e calcu-
lation method is shown in formula (11). .e data amount
index of node transmitted mainly considers the importance
of node in topology from the two aspects of data flow size
and data transmission distance:

CT(i) � 
i∈V

fi · di. (11)

In formula (11), fi is the data flow through node vi and
di is the transmission distance of the corresponding data. fi

mainly consists of three parts: fsi is the data amount with the
starting point of node vi, fei is the data amount with the end
point of vi, and fti is the data amount with vi as the
transition node; dsi, dei, and dti are the transmission distance
corresponding to the transmission process, and then for-
mula (11) can be further transformed into the following
equation:

CT(i) � 
i∈V

fsi · dsi + fei · dei + fti · dti( . (12)

.e relation between fi and fsi, fei, and fti is shown as
follows:

fi � fsi + fei + fti. (13)

3.2.4. Concentration Index of Data Flow of Node. HHI is a
composite index to measure industrial concentration degree.
.is paper uses this concept for reference, puts forward CDF
index (concentration index of data flow and the CDF index)
of node vi, and is defined as for a period of time squared as a
percentage of the data flow that was passing on a node vi.
Calculation method is as shown in the following equation:

CDF(i) �
fi

F
 

2

. (14)

In formula (14), fi is all data flow passing through node
vi in a certain period of time which is calculated by formula
(13) and F is the total amount of network transmission in the
same period of time, which is calculated as follows:

F � 
i∈V

fi. (15)

When all data are transmitted by one node, the data flow
aggregation coefficient CDF(i) of that node is equal to 1.
When all nodes are carrying the same amount of data
transmission, CDF� 1/N2. .e more data amount a node
can carry, the greater the CDF.

3.2.5. Node Flow Load Comprehensive Evaluation Index
(CEI). .e previously defined node strength CS reflects the
network node important degree under the different data flow
states. .e node capacity centrality (CC) reflects the data
flow capacity that the node loaded. .e node transmission
data amount CT reflects the importance of the node in the
entire network data transmission. Concentration index of
data flow (CDF) of node reflects node flow balance status for
a certain period of time. In order to facilitate the

comparison, a comprehensive evaluation index (CEI) was
defined and the above four indexes were integrated to
collectively judge the importance degree and flow load status
of the nodes. Since the dimension of each index is different,
each index variable data are firstly standardized and con-
verted into dimensionless values of CS′, CC′, CT′, and CDF′,
and then they are given weights λ1, λ2, λ3, and λ4, respec-
tively. .e calculation method of CEIi is shown in the fol-
lowing equation:

CEIi � λ1CS′ + λ2CC′ + λ3CT′ + λ4CDF′. (16)

Different networks focus on different needs; therefore,
the appropriate weight value is chosen to meet different
needs. For example, to fully evaluate the significance of a
node in the entire network, then λ1 � λ2 � λ3 � λ4. To evaluate
the core position of node in the transmission of data flow in
the whole network, the coefficient λ3 of CT, such as
λ3 �> λ1 � λ2 � λ4, is increased to achieve the comprehensive
ranking of all nodes in the whole network meeting the
management requirements. In addition, there are three
methods to determine the weight: subjective weighting
method (such as expert survey method and hierarchy
analysis process), objective weighting method (such as
principal component analysis method, entropy method, and
multiobject planning method), and combined weighting
method (“multiplication” integration method and “addi-
tion” integration method).

3.3. IndexApplicationandResultAnalysis. For CEI proposed
above, the topology structure containing 64 nodes is taken as
an example for testing, and the corresponding topology
structure is shown in Figure 3.

.e data transmission task quantity was set as 500 files,
and the data flow through each node was counted.
According to the corresponding formula, the node strength,
capacity centrality, data amount transmitted, and concen-
tration index of data flow are calculated. Finally, the com-
prehensive evaluation index (CEI) is figured out, and the
result graph is drawn.

For the topology structure mentioned above, different
amounts of data transmission task (DF� 500) are produced.
In four times, the flow load on each link is extracted, and at a
certain moment, each node data amount is detected. .e
four indexes of each node are calculated as CS, CC, CT, and
CDF. After normalization of data, λ1 � λ2 � λ3 � λ4 �1, and
CEI is figured out. According to the load index value of each
node, the load of each link and the corresponding node is
plotted, as shown in Figure 4. .e darker the node color is,
the larger the size is, indicating the heavier the load of the
node is. Correspondingly, the larger the link width is, the
heavier the load of the link at this moment is.

As shown in Figure 4, the load of each node and link
varies at different times. .e link load with dark color and
large width is large, and the color and size of corresponding
node is large; that is, the CEI value is large. .e CEI value of
the node in the central position is always large, indicating
that the node plays a pivotal role in the network and carries a
heavy load of data. .e CEI value of the node at the edge is
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generally small since they are not responsible for forwarding
data flow and other tasks, the importance of the node is low,
and its value is mainly determined by the flow size of the
associated link. .erefore, CEI proposed in this paper can
comprehensively reflect the node importance and flow load
characteristics in the storage system network topology.

4. Network Awareness Data Layout Scheme

4.1. Design Target. Generally, most of the cross-rack link
load in a short period is more than two-thirds of the total
load of links, which has increased the impact of a congestion
link. If there is a data block of a file that needs to

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Link load and node loads at different times in the 64-node topology of storage system: (a) time t1; (b) time t2; (c) time t3; (d) time
t4.

Figure 3: A network topology of storage system with 64 nodes.
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communicate through congestion bottleneck link, the data
block transmission progress will directly affect the entire file
data transmission completion time; namely, the duration of
the file transmission is completed by the slowest subfile data
block transmission time.

During data writing, bottleneck links are almost always
the hot spots. Considering the load condition of the network
link in the storage system, the location selection and writing
of different data blocks cut from a file are independent, and
each data block is determined separately. .erefore, the
main objectives of the data layout scheme design in this
paper are as follows:

(1) Minimize the completion time of a single file. .e
optimal data block writing request sorting algorithm
should consider the number of remaining blocks in
the parent file of the data block. .e data blocks with
a small number of remaining blocks should be
written first to speed up the completion of the
transmission task of a single file.

(2) Minimize the unbalanced load of the bottleneck link.
.e optimal link selection algorithm should first
eliminate the load imbalance on the bottleneck link
and avoid too many transmission tasks concentrated
on a small number of links, that is, the data to be
written through the appropriate cross-rack link, so as
to minimize the transmission delay.

(3) Minimize the unbalanced load of storage nodes.
According to the flow load and space load of the
storage node, the optimal layout algorithm should
select the best target storage node for the arrived
writing task so that the network load and space load
balance effect of the storage node of the intrarack is
optimal.

.emathematical description of the data layout problem
discussed in this paper is as follows.

In the distributed cluster storage system, suppose there
are a node set V that contains m data nodes V� {v1, v2, . . .,
vm} and a file set F to be written as F� {f1, f2, . . ., fk}. All k files
will be stored in node set V, and data layout strategy is to
assign these k files to m data nodes that achieve the optimal
target function.

.ree target functions are discussed in the network
aware data placement strategy:

(1) Suppose the writing completion time of a single file
as Tsingle and Tsingle � tfinish − tstart, where tstart is the
start time of the file writing process and tfinish is the
end time of writing to the file. It takes the least time
for completing a single file writing task with the least
value of Tsingle.

(2) Bottleneck link load balancing can be measured by
network load changes in rack nodes. Standard de-
viation is appropriate for measuring the dispersion
degree of data; it is consistent with the dimension of
data, so the load balance of the rack node can be
expressed by the standard deviation of load and used
as the standard to measure the load balance of the

system. .e smaller the standard deviation of the
load is, the better the load balancing ability is.

.e load balancing law of bottleneck link LV is defined as

LV �

������������������


m
j�1 (CEI(j) − CEI)2

m − 1



. (17)

In formula (17), CEI is the average of system load,
CEI � (1/m) × 

m
j�1 CEI(j), and CEI(j) is the traffic

load of node vj.
(3) .e load balancing of the storage node is denoted as

L. .e storage load of the data node Dj can be cal-
culated by the sizes of files that are stored in it,
andL(Dj) is calculated with the following equation:

L Dj  � 
n

i�1
Sk. (18)

In formula (18), Sk is the size of all files on Dj.

Similarly, the standard deviation of the storage node load
in each rack L(R) is used to represent the rack load balance.
.e better performance of rack load balance is interrelated
with the smaller L(R). .e calculation of L(R) is shown as
follows:

L(R) �

���������������


m
j�1 L Dj  − L 

2

m − 1



.
(19)

In formula (19), L is the average of system load, and
L � (1/m) × 

m
j�1 L(Dj).

.erefore, the objective optimization problem of data
layout can be represented by the mathematical model of the
following equation:

minTsingle,

min LV,

minL(R).

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(20)

4.2. Network Awareness Data Layout Strategy. When the
storage system is writing data, it first divides the data into
several data blocks of the same size, and then the writing job
of a file is divided into the writing task of several data blocks.
To get the best file writing efficiency, it needs to optimize the
completion time of each task. .e main goal of data block
writing in the storage system is to increase the writing rate of
a single file by balancing the load on the bottleneck link to
minimize the writing time of the data block. .e optimal
layout algorithmmust allocate the best target location for the
block writing request to let it pass through the appropriate
bottleneck link.

In order to simplify the model, the following assump-
tions are made for the above analysis:

(1) .e size of the data block to be written is fixed.
Assuming all blocks are the same size, the impact of
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the data block size difference on writing time is
ignored.

(2) During the writing of a single data block, the link
state is fixed. Assuming that the link utilization re-
mains stable for a short period of time, it is easy to get
the bottleneck link utilization very clearly during the
entire data block writing process.

(3) .e bottleneck link is easy to identify. In the storage
system, the link between the rack and the core
network is often the easiest and is most likely to
become the bottleneck link. .erefore, this paper
believes that the network bottleneck link is the link of
in and out rack, that is, the dark link in Figure 2.

(4) Decision-making process of different data block
layouts is independent. .ere is no impact be-
tween the writing decision processes of the last
data block and the next data block, and they are
independent.

On the one hand, the network awareness copy placement
scheme needs to be sorted according to the arrival of data
block requests; on the other hand, it needs to select ap-
propriate links and target nodes, so the scheme contains the
following three stages:

(1) Sorting of data block writing requests
.e interval time between the two data block layouts
is set as the decision time of the writing request
sorting, denoted as s. .e data block writing request
arriving in the s decision time is sorted according to
the number of remaining blocks in the parent file. To
ensure the speed at which a single file transmission
task can be completed, the smaller the number of
remaining blocks is, the higher the ranking is. When
s is equal to 0, it means that the layout scheme is an
online decision-making process without the sorting
process, which is processed directly according to the
arrival order of data block writing requests.

.e s value of the decision duration time determines
whether there is the sorting process of data blocks to be
written; that is, the data blocks to perform link selection
and allocation will affect the layout decision of data
block. .e larger the s value is, the better the sorting
result will be obtained by the algorithm, but at the same
time, it will increase the writing time of the data block.
.erefore, the value of s is a compromise process.

(2) Evaluation and sorting of rack loads
In Δt time interval, the current load data of all cross-
rack links are obtained. Based on the evaluation
index in Section 3.2, calculate the comprehensive
evaluation index (CEI) of rack nodes and sorted rack
nodes by CEI. .e CEI is the basis for selecting the
target rack. Rack with the least CEI having low traffic
load will be the preferred target rack.

(3) Rack selection and storage node determination
.e sorting result of load CEI of rack nodes calcu-
lated in the previous stage is read to take the rack

with low CEI value as the target rack of data block
writing request. In the target rack, according to the
remaining space and flow load of the storage server
node, two reachable server nodes with low load are
selected as the target storage location.

.e process of network awareness data layout is shown
in Figure 5. Each dotted box in the figure represents the
specific operation of each stage.

.e process of network-aware data layout strategy is as
follows:

Step 1: determine the order of block to be written.
When the block write request arrives, the decision
interval s is firstly determined. If s> 0, the ordering of
written blocks is completed within the decision time s.
In order to minimize the completion time of a single
file, written block needs to sort in line with the number
of remaining blocks in the parent file of the block.
Blocks in the top with the least number of remaining
blocks in the parent file, which may shorten the
completion progress of writing a single file. If s� 0,
block writing queen is sort by the “early come early
service” principle to execute write operation.
Step 2: evaluate the rack node load. Cluster manager
according to the received link transports information
from each server node during Δt and updates the CEI
value of rack node to maintenance load queue of rack
node in time.
Step 3: select the target rack..e cluster manager allocates
the target rack for the block to be written. .e rack with
the least network load is evaluated as the minimum CEI
value, so the cluster manager chooses the rack with the
least CEI value present as the target rack. During the Δt
time interval, rack node with a lower CEI value is chosen
for writing blocks and then the selected rack temporarily
moved to the tail of the load queue until workload queue
is updated at the next Δt time update.
Step 4: select the appropriate data node in target rack.
.e data nodes with less load are selected to place the
data block in accordance with the load degree of the
data nodes in the target rack. Network load LL and
storage space load SL of data nodes in each rack are
required. .e load of each data nodes in the rack FF (n)
is calculated to choose the data node with the minimum
load as the target node for block placement.

4.3. Data Layout Algorithm of Network Awareness.
According to the content and layout process of the three
stages of the network awareness data layout strategy, the
corresponding algorithms of the three stages are given be-
low, as shown in Algorithm 1–3, respectively.

Algorithm 1 implements the sorting process of data
block writing task. When s is equal to 0, the link selection
operation is performed directly according to the arrival
order of data block requests, or the sequence is sorted
according to the number of remaining data blocks in the
parent file of the data block, and the target rack and data
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node are selected firstly for the data blocks with a small
number of remaining data blocks in the parent file.

Algorithm 2 firstly obtains the CEI value of the node
according to the above calculation method and selects the
rack with the smallest CEI. Link utilization assessment uses
the information collected by the cluster manager (cluster

topology, link load on the topology, and machine failure
conditions) to make decisions.

.e bottleneck link set Rr is composed of the links con-
necting the rack and the core network in the topology. CEIr is
used to express the current congestion degree of the link. .e
calculation method of the CEI is described in Section 3.2.

Begin

Data writing
request arrives

Yes No

Calculate the
number of

remaining blocks
in the block
parent file

Sort by the
number of

remaining blocks
in the block

parent file from
small to large

Block writing
queue

Data block transmission
and writing

End

Choose target node with
maximum capacity factor

Calculate the capacity
factor of nodes

Calculate remaining
bandwidth ratio of

nodes in chosen rack

Calculate remaining
storage ratio of nodes

 in chosen rack

Choose target rack
with the lowest CEI

Calculate load of
 rack (CEI)

Get the cross-sectional
data flow of cross-rack
link at the current time

Node selection
request arrives

Begin

s > 0

(1) (2)

(3)
In order of

arrival

Figure 5: Network-aware data placement process.

Input: n nodes in rack Rr, link load, storage load
Output: data schedule queue Q

(1) Initialization: D� {d1, d2, . . ., dm}
(2) if s� 0 then
(3) return LinkSelection(L)
(4) end if
(5) Q.addToQue(D) #add data block to queue
(6) Q.sort() #Order by policy
(7) for all data block d in Q do
(8) return LinkSelection(L)
(9) end for
(10) end

ALGORITHM 1: Request schedule algorithm.
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.e cluster manager receives link information from each
server at regular intervals, including the load status of each
link in the bottleneck link set. After receiving a single update,
the utilization rate of each potential bottleneck link is cal-
culated by the cluster manager. If the link information is
missing, it is considered that the link is 100% utilized and has
no available capacity; that is, the load factor is 1. At this time,
transmission tasks are no longer assigned to the link.

Link updated time Δt decides the precision of the link
information. Δt is smaller, the link updates at the higher
frequency, and the result is closer to the current actual load.
But if Δt is too small, it increased the load of cluster
management server transmitting links. .is paper uses the
typical values of storage system Δt� 1 s [40].

Algorithm 3 calculates the load factor value of the node
based on the storage load of each node in the selected rack
and the link load from ToR to the node and selects the node
with the minimum load factor value as the final placement
location of the data block.

.e network awareness data layout strategy has a certain
delay. Once the writing request of a data block is accom-
plished, the evaluation value of the current utilization rate of
all links involved in the transmission of the data block must
be adjusted and updated in time to ensure the accuracy of
subsequent layout decisions and avoid repeated decision
results.

Expansibility description of network awareness data
layout strategy: this scheme can be used in combination with
some layout optimization strategies in the aspect of ensuring
fault tolerance, partition fault tolerance, storage balance, and
data reconstruction, so as to achieve better performance. For
example, since the scheme in this paper focuses on the
balance of flow load, if this scheme is combined with the
layout scheme of storage balance, it can theoretically achieve
better network balance performance while optimizing
storage load balance.

4.4. Time Complexity of Network Awareness Data Layout
Algorithm. For a given data node set V with size m, V= {v1,
v2, . . ., vm}, file is set F to be written with size k, F= {f1, f2, . . .,
fk}, and each file is divided into a number of data blocks to
write. Suppose the number of individual racks is n, and the
number of data nodes in each rack is m/n. Firstly, time
complexity of sorting blocks to be written is the decision-
making time s. .e time complexity of calculating and finding
the rack with the minimum load is O (n), and the time
complexity of calculating load of data nodes in rack and finding
the data nodes with minimum load isO (m/n). Maintenance of
blocks writing queue and selection of rack and data node is
executed concurrently, so take the worst time complexity of the
two as the time complexity of the layout algorithm.

Input: L, link load
Output: link utilization; selected rack

(1) Initialization: requireNR� {nr1, nr2, . . ., nrj};W� {w1, w2, . . ., wj}; Fe � {F1, F2, . . ., Fj}; F� {f1, f2, . . ., fj}, d� {d1, d2, . . ., di}; Ftotal,
λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4.

(2) for nr in NR do
(3) CSnr � j∈Vi

wnrj

CCnr � (s,t∈V,nr≠s,t[(e∈Rst
Fe) · φi(st)])/(s,t∈V,nr≠s,te∈Rst

Fe)

CTnr � nr∈Vfnr · dnr

CDFnr � (fnr/Ftotal)
2

CSnr
′ , CCnr
′ , CTnr
′ , CDFnr

′ � uniformization (CSnr, CCnr, CTnr, CDFnr)
CEInr � λ1CS′+ λ2CC′+ λ3CT′+ λ4CDF′

(4) end for
(5) find the minimum CEInr
(6) return rack nr corresponding to CEInr
(7) end

ALGORITHM 2: Node load evaluation and selection algorithm.

Input: n nodes in rack Rr, link load, storage load
Output: the optimal node for placing one chunk

(1) Initialization: Rr� {N1, N2, . . ., Nn}; FFn� {FF1, FF2, . . ., FFn}
(2) for each node in Rr do
(3) SL(n)� storage size of N/total storage capacity
(4) LL(n)� link capacity from N to TOR/total link capacity from N to TOR
(5) FF(n)� SL(n) + LL(n)
(6) find the minimum FF(n)
(7) return data node with minimum FF(n)
(8) end

ALGORITHM 3: Node selection algorithm for link and storage load balancing.
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.erefore, the time complexity of the network-aware
data placement algorithm is expressed as follows:

T � Max ks, O
km

n + kn
 . (21)

4.5. Functional Characteristics of Network Awareness Data
Layout Algorithm. .e core of the network-aware data
layout strategy is to combine the load of the network link
with the evaluation of the importance of the node to obtain
more accurate node network load performance and then
optimize the choice of target racks to balance network re-
sources and reduce latency of data writing to reduce task
completion time:

(1) .e node load evaluation and selection algorithm
can fully consider the importance of the node in the
network topology and the real-time transmission of
adjacent links to calculate the load of the node.
Selecting a node with a smaller load as the target
storage location can avoid assigning new transmis-
sion tasks to congested cross-rack links, thereby
eliminating load imbalances of bottleneck link. In
large-scale cluster storage systems, some links are
prone to congestion in the network. .e network-
aware data layout strategy will select nodes with less
link load to place data based on the node load
evaluation results, avoiding selecting link with heavy
transmission tasks to reduce task latency.

(2) .e data block write request processing algorithm can
minimize the completion time of a single file.
According to the value of the decision duration s,
different sorting strategies for writing data blocks are
flexibly adopted. When s> 0, tasks can be sorted based
on the number of remaining blocks in the parent file of
the block. Files with a small number of remaining
blocks are processed preferentially, which can shorten
the writing completion time of a single file.

(3) .e node selection algorithm for link load and
storage load balancing can minimize the load im-
balance of storage nodes. When selecting a storage
node, the algorithm not only considers the load of
storage space but also considers the network traffic
load of the internal link of the rack. .e target data
node can be selected based on the network traffic
load of the internal link of the rack, and the load of
the data node storage space can obtain a better load
balance of the storage nodes inside the rack.

(4) Maintaining the ordering of write task queues and
node loads will increase task completion time. Firstly,
sorting the write queue in time s will increase the task
execution time. .e larger the value of s, the better
sorting result can be achieved, but at the same time, it
will increase the data block write time..erefore, take a
suitable value s as an important process. Furthermore,
updating link information takes Δt time and calcu-
lating the node value and selecting a node with a small

CEI value also takes a little time, but the results have an
important effect on balancing the link load and re-
ducing task waiting time. Furthermore, the selection of
storage nodes inside the rack consumes some time..e
internal link load of the rack is lower than bottleneck
links, so the time it takes to calculate and sort the load
value of the storage node has negligible effect on the
data writing time.

5. Experimental Evaluation

5.1. Experimental Setup. In the simulation experiment, the
number of nodes was set as (1) 3000, including 150 racks,
and each rack had 20 server nodes and (2) 300, including 15
racks, and each rack had 20 server nodes. .e network
topological structure of the storage system in the experi-
mental test is shown in Figure 6, in which only 15 racks with
a total of 300 nodes are drawn. Data transmission task
number increases from 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, and
5000, respectively, and the experiment tests the data
transmission completion time of the layout scheme in this
paper at two states of normal link transmission congestion
and link congestion. In this experiment, the size of data
block is set to be the same.

.e network was the only bottleneck set in the experi-
ment. .e cross-rack link is isomorphic with a maximum
capacity of 10240MB and so is the intra-rack link with a
maximum transmission capacity of 256MB. .e transmis-
sion rate for the cross-rack link is 1024Mb/s, and the
transfer rate for the inner link of rack is 64Mb/s. .e initial
load of the link is generated randomly, as well as the used
space size of each storage node. .e arrival rate of the data
transmission task is 10 per second, the size of each data block
is the same as fixed at 64MB, and the transmission task is
executed in the order.

In the test on the cluster storage system, HDFS cluster
was built based on Hadoop 2.7.4 in the Linux environment,
and three different cluster sizes were configured: (1)
1Master + 3DataNodes; (2) 1Master + 7DataNodes; and (3)
1Master + 11DataNodes. Firstly, the task completion time
under different file writing tasks was tested by changing the
number of file writing tasks, so as to analyze the performance
when file writing load increased..en, through changing the
number of cluster nodes, the completion time of writing
tasks for the same number of files under the three cluster
sizes of 4 nodes, 8 nodes, and 12 nodes is tested, which is to
analyze the impact on the performance of the layout strategy
of cluster size.

5.2. Performance Effects of Network Status and Network
Size. First of all, the experiment tested the layout of 15 racks
with a total of 300 nodes and the data block transmission
task with different numbers under noncongestion state of
the link, counted the transmission task completion time
under the network awareness data layout scheme, and
measured the total transmission task completion time under
the layout scheme without considering network load
characteristics. .e specific results are shown in Figure 7.
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Secondly, on the basis of the previous test, the congestion
of the link is increased to test the total task completion time
of the above two schemes in the case of different task
transmission task quantities. .e specific results are shown
in Figure 8.

As shown in Figures 7 and 8, when the number of nodes
is 300, the task completion time increases with the increase
in congestion. In the condition of congestion, the data
transmission task needs to wait for the link to be free before
performing the transmission operation, so the waiting time
is correspondingly increased, resulting in the increase in the
total task completion time. .e time for the network
awareness layout scheme to complete the same number of
transmission tasks is less than the execution time of the
scheme without considering the network characteristics. On
the one hand, the network awareness layout scheme avoids
relatively more congested links and reduces the task waiting
time. On the other hand, although the network awareness
scheme costs sometime in the process of searching for high-
quality nodes, it is found in the experiment that the time

spent in searching for nodes in the topology with a small
number of nodes is negligible.

.en, the topological network with a total of 3000 nodes
of 150 racks was tested. Under the condition of relatively
congested links, the total time for data transmission task of
the above two layout schemes was measured, and the specific
results are shown in Figure 9.

By comparing the results in Figures 8 and 9, the more the
number of nodes increases, the more the total completion
time of transmission tasks with the same number is. On the
one hand, as the number of nodes increases, the time re-
quired for the node searching process adds, which results in
an increase in the total time. On the other hand, as the
number of nodes increases, for the scheme with no sensing,
the possibility of repeatedly selecting the same node to store
data is reduced, so the congestion is improved, and the
change range of the total time to complete the task is smaller
than that of the scheme with fewer nodes.

5.3. Performance Effects of the Number of Sort Policy. .e
simulation experiment tested the effect of different sorting
strategies on the task completion time under 300 nodes that
contain 15 racks. Under the noncongested network, change
the value of s, respectively, as 0, 1, 2, and 5 to create four
different blocks writing queue. .e four different blocks
writing queue include queue sorted by time of arrival, queue
sorted by the remaining father file during s= 1 second in-
terval, queue sorted by the remaining father file during s= 2
seconds interval, and queue sorted by the remaining father
file during s= 5 seconds interval..en, the task finish time of
500-block data transmission under the network-aware data
layout method is tested and recorded..e specific results are
as shown in Figure 10.

As shown in Figure 10, with the increase in file numbers
(FNs), task completion time is in an upward trend. Firstly,
by comparing the task completion time under s � 0 and
s > 0, it is shown that the sorting algorithm did not sig-
nificantly increase the time of data writing task at s> 0,

Figure 6: .e network topology of the storage system under ex-
perimental test.
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Figure 7: Task completion time of different schemes under
noncongested network of 300 nodes.
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which indicates that the sorting decision had little impact
on the completion time of data writing task. .en, we
compared the completion time of written tasks under the
decision times of s � 1, s � 2, and s � 5; it is shown that the
task completion time when s � 5 was significantly higher
than that s � 1 and s � 2. As stated in Section 4.2, the larger
the value of s, the better the sorting results will be obtained
by the algorithm, but the data block writing time will be
increased at the same time. .erefore, the value of s is a
compromise process. In this experiment, s � 1 and s � 2 are
two suitable values.

5.4. Performance Effects of Cluster Size and Workload.
.e test results on cluster storage system of the network-
aware data layout algorithm are shown in Figures 11 and
12. .e performance of data layout algorithm under

different scales was tested in HDFS. By increasing the
number of cluster nodes to expand the cluster size,
record the task completion time of the algorithm when
FN � 100.

As shown in Figure 11, with the increase in the
number of cluster nodes, the effect of the network
awareness algorithm becomes better and better. As the
number of files increases, the number of tasks to be
transmitted increases, and the network load of the cluster
storage system increases so that some link congestion is
likely to occur. Network-aware data layout algorithm can
avoid links with heavy transmission tasks and select
nodes with less load to place data, thus reducing the task
waiting time. However, as the number of tasks continues
to increase, almost every link is saturated and the new
writing task is added to waiting queue, and the perfor-
mance of the network-aware data layout algorithm
dropped because no matter which link is selected, blocks
need to wait in this case.
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Figure 9: Task completion time of different schemes under con-
gested condition of 3000 nodes.
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In the test, the storage space load of 11 data nodes in the
1master + 11data nodes cluster was obtained under FN� 100
write task was completed, as shown in Figure 12.

As shown in Figure 12, the storage load of 11 nodes
fluctuates between 65 and 80, which indicates that the
algorithm has a good storage balancing effect. .ere are
still some nodes with large load differences, such as nodes
2 and 6, because the load of storage space is not only
considered in the selection of nodes but also the network
traffic load of the internal link of the rack..e storage load
of the cluster indicates that Algorithm 3 has a good load
balancing effect in selecting the target data node based on
the internal link network traffic load and the data storage
space load.

6. Conclusion

Storage system network features will change significantly
after carrying the data flow. Based on the complex net-
work theory, this paper analyzes centrality index of
storage nodes under the influence of storage system
network data flow to identify node important degree,
bearing capacity, and the equilibrium condition in the
process of the storage system data transmission and
further data layout performance optimization. Firstly,
considering the local characteristics of data transmission,
the path selection of data transmission, the distance of
data transmission, and the carrying capacity of the nodes,
four indexes of node strength, ability betweenness, data
transmission amount, and concentration index of data
flow are proposed for the identification of the node flow
load in the data flow network. .en, according to the
arrival time of the task and the data amount of the
remaining blocks in the parent file of the data block, a
flexible sorting method of the data block writing task is
proposed. Finally, according to the result of node flow
load identification, the target rack and storage node
are selected according to the principle of least
load, and a network awareness data layout scheme is
proposed.

Experimental results show that the proposed data layout
scheme of network awareness in this paper is better than that
without considering the network characteristics of the layout
plan in the aspect of transmission task completion time to
improve the efficiency of data transmission task execution,
reduce task execution time, effectively enhance the efficiency
of data storage, and achieve the effect of network flow
equilibrium. In the future research work, the network
awareness data layout scheme based on future flow pre-
diction will be further studied.
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